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Planets
1- I visited a science centre with my family ..... noon
yesterday.
A) in
B) at
C) on
D) the

9- Claire
A)
B)
C)
D)

2- She is .................... student in her class.
A) hardworking
B) the most hardworking
C) more hardworking
D) more hardworking than
3- My father bought our plane tickets ..... Friday.
We will go to Maldives ..... summer.
A) on / at
B) in / in
C) on / in
D) at / on
4- Mount Everest is ..................... than Mount Fuji.
A) more high
B) highest
C) higher
D) more higher
5- I slept for thirty minutes ..... noon because I got
up very early ..... the morning.
A) at / in
B) in / on
C) on / in
D) at / on
6- Messi is the .................. football player in the
world.
A) best
B) better
C) goodest
D) gooder
7- Mercury is ....... planet to the Sun.
A) closer
B) the closest
C) close
D) closest

8- There are eight .................... in our solar system.
A) planets
B) satellites
C) moons
D) stars
is ........... girl in our school.
beautiful
the more beautiful
most beautiful
the most beautiful

10- Many ............... think Pluto isn’t a planet at all.
A) students
B) astronauts
C) spacecrafts
D) scientists
11- I failed my exam. I got ....... grade in the class.
A) worse
B) the worst
C) worst
D) the bad
12- Neptune is ................... than Saturn, but Mercury
is the .................... planet in the solar system.
A) small / smallest
B) smaller / smallest
C) smaller / smaller
D) smallest / smallest
13- If you put your hand onto the fire, .................. .
A) don't do this
B) you feel happy
C) it burns
D) it's a good thing
14- The Earth is in the ..................... system.
A) closer
B) distance
C) solar
D) planets
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15- My grandfather is diabetic. He gets sick
....................... .
A) if he pay attention to foods
B) if he eats too much dessert
C) if he doesn't get sick
D) if he goes to bed early
16- The Sun is the biggest ........ in the .........
A) star / earth
B) earth / solar system
C) star / solar system
D) planet / world
17- Jupiter is one of the ....... in the solar system.
A) orbits
B) stars
C) moon
D) planets
18- I .......... short hair in the past, but now I have
long hair.
A) used to have
B) have
C) used to
D) have to use
19-We .......... natural foods when we were at the
village. Now, we ........ in town and we can't find
natural foods.
A) use to / live
B) used to eat / live
C) use to eat / live
D) used to eat / lived
20- People ................ mobile phones fifty years ago.
A) didn't use to use
B) didn't used to
C) didn't used to use
D) didn't use to used
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